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 I Soft written test   In written it consists of

1.aptitute 25 Q's very easy

2.verbal 5 fill in the blanks,5synonyms,5 antonyms..

very easy for fill in the blanks ans is 1.d 2.d 3.d 4.a 5.d

3. Next c it contains 30 Q's plz follow the attachment be'coz all the Q's R repeated 

2.G.D

For me topic is Is s/w professionals r paying more ? It's a fact or not? 

3.Interview

Thats all be through the Q's .......

There cutoff is 50 out of 70..

C Question

1.a=5,b=3,c=a,b
d=(a,b)
printf(c,d)
ans:c=5,d=3

2.e(int n)
{
if(n>0)
{
...(not clear)
printf(%d,n);
e(--n);
}
return
}
ans:0,1,2,0

3.which has no problem with pointers

int *f1()
{
int n;
return (n)
}

int *f2()
{
int *p;
*p=3;
return p;
}

int *f3()
{
int *p;
p=malloc();
return p;
}

ans:no error

4.header file ->contains declarations.

5.sizeof operator is executed during compile time..

6.*p+=1
*p++ 
are these two same?
not same.

7.func(int i)
{
static int count;
count=count+i;
}
ans:1+2+3...(counts values does not go after funtion call

8.is('a'<'b') true

10.short int=16 bits

11.4 stmt. ans.int float i;

12.int num[3];
num[3]=2;

ans:first stmt deals with size
second deals with element

13.j=4
for(int i=0;i<5;i++)
{
j++;
++j;
}
output of j.
ans:14

9.char s1[20]=hello world;
s1[5]=\0;
printf(%d,strlen(s1));
printf(%%.%...(not clear),s1);
}
ans:bad format specifier

14.brace { used in c for what ans:convention

15.parameters in c passed by ans:value.

16.when an array is passed it is by ans:pointer.

17.scanf can read ans:any data type

18.which cant be passed to subroutine.ans:preprocessor directive.

19.to get string of words..ans:gets()

20.external variables can be accesed ans:in functions which use them.

analytical:

1.cat->satc
dear->seard

sing->sings

3.1999 july 21st friday
1947 july 21st ?
ans:two days before.

4.2,12,30,56, 

GD Question

HOW SOFTWARE PROFESSIONALS HELP IN THE FINANCIAL GROWTH OF A COMANY

who is your role model premji(CEO) or Gandhiji

it professionals part in indian economy

This is the feed back given by my friend in venksteshwara.He has cleared the first two rounds of i-soft.plz do have a look at this.

1 analytical - some 30 questions i remember
2 verbal - 15 ques
3 technical c - 30 ques

analytical - 3 calendar questions., 1 relationship question(answer grand son) , it was an easy paper { only calendar q were tough 
for me}

verbal - 5 fill in with choices { answers i got were E,E,E,E,E)
1ST ANS - DELIVERED ON
2ND ANS BARREN 
SO ON

BE PREPARED WITH HIGH FREQUENCY WORDS FROM BARRONS
ALL THE QUESTIONS WERE FROM THOSE 300 WORDS

TECHNICAL C

i give some of details.

apptitude test

analtical part ,

verbal are very easy.

c part also look like very easy but be careful.the first 4 questionare somewhat difficult all others are easy.all are direct questions 
like, compile time error etc.

if you asked him to give the topic in g.d they will give

it professionals part in indian economy 
they give the same topic in every college.

if the group was follows the g.d rules then you follow ,otherwise you must shout like
lok shaba .
they mainly select the top scores in the apptitude.

in interview they will not ask anything.
just about you and your family background .so in interview there is no problem.

for c questions read the pointers in c book.there are some solved problems in back of every chapter it will help you lot.

don't worry about time time you have enough time.but do c questions carefully. they are very easy.
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1 analytical - some 30 questions i remember
2 verbal - 15 ques
3 technical c - 30 ques

analytical - 3 calendar questions., 1 relationship question(answer grand son) , it was an easy paper { only calendar q were tough 
for me}

verbal - 5 fill in with choices { answers i got were E,E,E,E,E)
1ST ANS - DELIVERED ON
2ND ANS BARREN 
SO ON

Be prepared with high frequency words from barrons all the questions were from those 300 words

technical c

First 5 questions were very tough remaining were ok

anyhow just try to answer more questions.dont stick to any ques. move on to the next in such situations.

C Questions

1.a=5,b=3,c=a,b
d=(a,b)
printf(c,d)
ans:c=5,d=3

2.e(int n)
{
if(n>0)
{
...(not clear)
printf(%d,n);
e(--n);
}
return
}
ans:0,1,2,0

3.which has no problem with pointers

int *f1()
{
int n;
return (n)
}

int *f2()
{
int *p;
*p=3;
return p;
}

int *f3()
{
int *p;
p=malloc();
return p;
}

ans:no error

4.header file ->contains declarations.

5.sizeof operator is executed during compile time..

6.*p+=1
*p++ 
are these two same?
not same.

7.func(int i)
{
static int count;
count=count+i;
}
ans:1+2+3...(counts values does not go after funtion call

8.is('a'<'b') true

10.short int=16 bits

11.4 stmt. ans.int float i;

12.int num[3];
num[3]=2;

ans:first stmt deals with size
second deals with element

13.j=4
for(int i=0;i<5;i++)
{
j++;
++j;
}
output of j.
ans:14

9.char s1[20]=hello world;
s1[5]=\0;
printf(%d,strlen(s1));
printf(%%.%...(not clear),s1);
}
ans:bad format specifier

14.brace { used in c for what ans:convention

15.parameters in c passed by ans:value.

16.when an array is passed it is by ans:pointer.

17.scanf can read ans:any data type

18.which cant be passed to subroutine.ans:preprocessor directive.

19.to get string of words..ans:gets()

20.external variables can be accesed ans:in functions which use them.

analytical

1.cat->satc
dear->seard

sing->sings

3.1999 july 21st WEDNESDAY 52= /4 13,39 === 26+39 =65/7=2
1947 july 21st MONDAY 
ans:two days before.

4.2,12,30,56, 
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